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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of designing and com-
puting a tractable index policy for dynamic job admission
control and/or routing in a discrete time Markovian model
of parallel loss queues with one-period delayed state obser-
vation, which comes close to optimizing an infinite-horizon
discounted or average performance objective involving lin-
ear holding costs and rejection costs. Instead of devising
some ad hoc indices, we deploy a unifying fundamental de-
sign principle for design of priority index policies in dynamic
resource allocation problems of multiarmed restless bandit
type, based on decoupling the problem into subproblems and
defining an appropriate marginal productivity index (MPI)
for each subproblem. In the model of concern, such sub-
problems represent admission control problems to a single
queue with one-period feedback delay, for which the struc-
ture of optimal policies has been characterized in previous
work as being of bi-threshold type, yet without giving an
algorithm to compute the optimal thresholds. We deploy
in such subproblems theoretical and algorithmic results on
restless bandit indexation, which yields a fast algorithm that
computes the MPI for a subproblem with a buffer size of n
performing only O(n) arithmetic operations. Such MPI val-
ues can be used both to immediately obtain the optimal
thresholds for the subproblem, and to design an index pol-
icy for the admission control and/or routing problem in the
multi-queue system. The results readily extend to models
with infinite buffer space.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Markov processes;
G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Queueing theory;
G.4 [Mathematical Software]: Efficiency

General Terms
Algorithms

Figure 1: A design of the admission control problem
with delay. The gatekeeper’s job (work) consists of
rejecting of some of the arriving customers at the
gate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sequential decision making arises in many real-life situa-

tions. Optimal solutions of such problems are usually very
difficult to characterize due to their dynamic and stochas-
tic patterns. Modeling these problems in the framework of
Markov decision processes and using dynamic programming
techniques have proved useful to obtain explicit structural
properties of the optimal decisions in several sequential de-
cision making problems, if the controller knows the full in-
formation history.

In practice, however, the controller may only know old
information. Such is the case, for instance, in telecommu-
nication networks or distributed computer systems, where
the physical distance of network nodes creates a propaga-
tion delay. Other recent applications include long-distance-
controlled robots, and situations in which an advanced pro-
cessing of observations is necessary.

It is well-known [6] that sequential decision-making prob-
lems with delay can be formulated as Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDP). Yet, the resulting model is usually signifi-
cantly more complex and harder to analyze than that of
the problem’s no-delay analogue, while other approaches to
tackle with the delay difficulty usually lead to a higher degra-
dation in gain [6, 17].

In this paper we deal with the problem of admission con-



trol and routing to parallel queues with a one-period delay.
Our goal is to design an optimal or nearly optimal policy,
which can be efficiently implemented and provides intuitive
insights. Such are the policies based on the concept of the
marginal productivity index (cf. [11, 12, 13]). Our approach
allows us to derive marginal productivity index policies for
four problems at the same time:

(a) admission control and routing to parallel queues with
delay;

(b) routing to parallel queues with delay;

(c) servers assignment problem with delay;

(d) admission control problem with delay.

Our analytical focus will be on the admission control prob-
lem with delay, whose marginal productivity indices will
serve as building blocks for policies for the three remain-
ing, harder problems. This problem is an important special
case of a problem of routing to parallel queues with delay
[9, 4] and of a delayed control problem of a network of in-
terconnected subsystems [1].

A related problem of server allocation to multi-class cus-
tomers with delayed queue observation was treated in [15].
An ad-hoc MDP formulation of the single-class problem with
delay led to the derivation of structural properties of the
marginal productivity indices, which were proposed to be
used in a policy for a harder, multi-class problem. [12, 14]
derived marginal productivity index policy for the problem
of admission control and routing to parallel queues without
delay, when the customers are patient and impatient, re-
spectively. In all these papers, the corresponding marginal
productivity index policy was shown to be nearly-optimal
and to substantially outperform benchmark policies.

In this paper we develop an MDP formulation of the ad-
mission control problem with delay as a transformation of
an MDP formulation of its no-delay version. This transfor-
mation is closed on the set of restless bandits (binary-action
MDPs), and can be iteratively employed in order to obtain
MDP formulations of restless bandits with arbitrary delays.
The admission control problem with a delay of more than
one period is, however, not treated here. To prepare the
ground, we next describe the no-delay analogue of the ad-
mission control problem, a fundamental problem in queueing
theory.

1.1 Admission Control Problem
Consider the following problem of admission control to

a buffer of length I ≥ 1 (including the service position,
possibly infinite). Time is slotted into discrete-time epochs
t = 0, 1, 2, . . . At each time epoch, the gatekeeper (con-
troller) must choose between closing the gate and letting
the gate open during the current period (i.e., between the
current time epoch and the next time epoch).

A new customer arrives at the beginning of the period (just
after the current decision epoch) to the gate with probability
0 < λ ≤ 1. A serviced customer leaves the buffer at the
end of the period (just before the next decision epoch) with
probability 0 < µ < 1. We further assume that a customer
that is admitted to an empty buffer may leave the buffer
with probability µ at the end of the same period.

If there are i customers queued (i.e., waiting or in service)
at a decision epoch, then a holding cost ci is accrued at that

time epoch. Further, there is a rejection cost ν accrued at
time epoch t for each customer that arrives during the pe-
riod t and finds either a closed gate or a full buffer. Notice
that rejection cost ν can alternatively be viewed as the gate-
keeper’s wage for rejecting an arriving customer. We will use
both interpretations of ν as convenient along the paper.

Let 0 < β < 1 be a one-period discount factor. The ob-
jective is to find a non-anticipative policy minimizing the
expected sum of β-discounted costs (under the discounted
criterion), and a non-anticipative policy minimizing the ex-
pected average cost per period (under the time-average cri-
terion) over an infinite horizon. Our model under both the
discounted and time-average criterion targets the trade-off
between the throughput and delay (waiting time) experi-
enced by the customers in the system, and is known as op-
timization of the throughput/delay criterion.

1.2 Admission Control Problem with Delay
Next we introduce a modified version of the above prob-

lem, in which the gatekeeper’s action takes effect one period
after the actual change in the queue length (see Figure 1).
Such a delay can be well due to delayed action implemen-
tation, or due to delayed queue length observation, or both
(see [3, 2, 8]). Yet, it is natural to assume that the gate-
keeper knows perfectly the history of actions taken.

Costs are accrued for the true (though not observed) queue
length process. We will show in section 2, where the prob-
lem’s formal formulation is given, that this is equivalent to
paying the costs with interest once the previous-epoch queue
length is revealed. For instance, if there are i customers
queued at a time epoch, then holding cost with interest ci/β
is paid once that information becomes available, i.e., at the
next time epoch. Similarly, the rejection cost with interest
ν/β is paid once rejected customers are observed. The re-
maining characteristics and the objectives remain as in the
no-delay problem.

In their pioneering works, [3] and [9] analyzed the admis-
sion control problem with delay with infinite-length buffer
under the discounted criterion. They independently (as noted
in [9]) showed that there exists a bi-threshold optimal policy
prescribing to close the gate if and only if the previous-epoch
queue length is greater than an appropriate threshold de-
pending on whether the gate was open (open-gate threshold)
or closed (closed-gate threshold) during the previous period.
Moreover (see [3]), these optimal thresholds are either equal
or differ by one (the open-gate threshold is smaller than the
closed-gate threshold).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no known algorithm
to calculate such thresholds. Only [10] provided calculable
upper bounds for the thresholds, when a specific relationship
between parameters is satisfied, without giving any guaran-
tee on preciseness of such upper bounds.

1.3 Routing to Parallel Queues with Delay
Suppose that there are N ≥ 2 servers such that server n

is endowed by a dedicated buffer of length In ≥ 1 and serves
customers at rate 0 < µn < 1. If there are i customers
(waiting or in service) in the queue n at a decision epoch,
then a holding cost cn,i is accrued at that time epoch.

At the beginning of each time period, a customer arrives
to the router/controller with probability λ and is routed to
a server chosen in the preceding time epoch by the router.
Further, there is a rejection cost ν accrued if the routed



customer finds a full buffer and the customer is lost.
The router, however, observes the actual queue lengths of

all queues with a one period delay. As before, her routing
decisions in all the previous time epochs are known to her.
Given the complexity of the problem, our objective is to find
an easily-implementable and nearly-optimal (or optimal, if
possible) non-anticipative policy under the discounted cri-
terion and under the time-average criterion over an infinite
horizon.

[9] considered this problem when there are two symmetric
queues with infinite buffers under the discounted criterion.
They proved optimality of the following simple rule: join
the shortest expected queue (JSEQ). They also presented an
example showing that, in general, JSEQ is not optimal if
the delay os greater than one period.

For the more general setting, in which the two buffers
have heterogeneous holding costs and heterogeneous rejec-
tion costs, [4] proved that there is an optimal policy of
threshold type. In particular, there exists a threshold func-
tion l1(i2, a) nondecreasing in i2 such that the optimal ac-
tion is to route to server 1 if i1 < l1(i2, a), and to server 2
otherwise. This result holds both under the discounted and
the time-average criteria, and also applies to the problem
described in the following subsection.

1.4 Admission Control and Routing to Paral-
lel Queues with Delay

In the problems of routing to N servers, it is often desir-
able to additionally control congestion. Indeed, heavy traffic
may cause that all the buffers become full and the rejection
costs reach undesirable levels. This is even more important
in the presence of delayed queue length observations, be-
cause a possibly non-full buffer may not be observed and
the customer may be wrongly routed to a server with a full
buffer.

The two basic ways for controlling congestion, as noted in
[16], are blocking, which randomly rejects a fixed fraction of
arriving customers, and gapping, which admits a customer,
then rejects all subsequent customers for a fixed time pe-
riod, then repeats this process. He considers the problem
without buffers (i.e., In = 1 for all n) and presents a dy-
namic blocking mechanism, which reacts to congestion (high
utilization) in such a way that significantly decreases redials
(i.e., the attempts to repetitively reach a server if having en-
countered full buffer), while throughput decreases modestly.
[5] even presents an example with impatient customers in
which rejections improve throughput of not-abandoned ser-
vice attempts.

We therefore consider the problem of routing to parallel
queues with delay, enhanced with the possibility to reject
customers by the router. If such a router rejection occurs,
rejection cost ν must be paid. The remaining problem pa-
rameters are as above. Intuitively, the router would reject
an arriving customer if there is no non-full buffer, routing
to which would be more profitable than rejecting her.

1.5 Servers Assignment Problem with Delay
Finally, of special interest is the problem of assignment of

one of N available servers to an arriving customer, recovered
as the special case of the routing problem with In = 1 for
all servers n. The no-delay version was treated in [7], who
showed optimality of the following rule: join the fastest non-
busy server. As above, if there is a delay in the observation

whether the servers are busy or free, it becomes untrivial to
identify an optimal policy.

1.6 Contributions
In this paper we build on the results of [3] and [9] and

prove the existence of an optimal index policy, a sort of dual
concept to threshold policies, for the admission control prob-
lem with delay (see section 3 for the methodology overview).
The main algorithmic idea is to construct the optimal policy
(i.e., to calculate a set of all marginal productivity indices)
by varying the rejection cost parameter ν over the set of real
numbers.

We obtain that an optimal index policy, and hence also
an optimal bi-threshold policy, can be found by perform-
ing O(I) arithmetic operations. Our algorithm is two or-
ders of magnitude faster than the best existing general al-
gorithm for optimal index policy calculation, which needs
(2/3)I3 +O(I2) arithmetic operations after an initialization
stage [13]. If the buffer’s length is infinite, we propose a mod-
ification of the algorithm to find an optimal bi-threshold pol-
icy after performing a finite number of operations. Further,
we present an algorithm to calculate the marginal produc-
tivity index for any particular state by performing at most
O(log2 I) arithmetic operations.

In section 4 we further show that both the theoretical and
the algorithmic results apply to the same problem under the
time-average criterion. This, to the best of our knowledge,
has not been proved before.

2. MDP FORMULATIONS
In order to see the analogy, in this section we formulate

as a Markov decision process (MDP) both the admission
control problem without delay and the admission control
problem with delay.

2.1 Admission Control Problem
First we formulate as an MDP the no-delay admission

control problem. Let X(t) be the state process, denoting
the queue length (including customers in service, if any) at
time epoch t. If a(t) denotes the action process, then the
task at time epoch t is to choose between closing the gate
(a(t) = 1) and letting the gate open (a(t) = 0). The MDP
elements are as follows:

• The action space is denoted by A := {0, 1}.

• The state space is I := {0, 1, . . . , I}, where state i ∈ I
represents the number of customers in the buffer or in
service.

• Denoting by ζ := λ(1 − µ), η := µ(1 − λ), and ε :=
1− ζ − η, the one-period transition probabilities paij :=
P [X(t) = j|X(t− 1) = i, a(t− 1) = a] from state 1 ≤
i ≤ I − 1 to state j under action a are

p0
ij =


η if j = i− 1

ε if j = i

ζ if j = i+ 1

p1
ij =

{
µ if j = i− 1

1− µ if j = i

(1)



and for the boundary cases, p1
00 = 1, and

p0
0j =

{
1− ζ if j = 0

ζ if j = 1
paIj =

{
µ if j = I − 1

1− µ if j = I

(2)

The remaining transition probabilities are zero.

• If the queue length is i ∈ I and action a ∈ A is chosen,
then the gatekeeper’s one-period reward is defined as
the negative of the expected holding cost at the current
epoch,

Rai := −ci.

At the same time, the gatekeeper’s one-period work is
defined as the expected number of rejected customers
during the current period,

W 1
i := λ W 0

i :=

{
λ if i = I

0 otherwise

Thus, for rejection cost (gatekeeper’s wage) ν, the one-
period overal cost is

−Rai + νW a
i = ci + λνa+ (1− a)1{i = I}λν,

where 1{Y } is the 0/1 indicator function of statement
Y .

Given the definition above, we call state I uncontrollable,
because in this state both the actions result in identical
consequences (for having identical one-period reward, one-
period work, and transition probabilities), and there is ac-
tually no decision to make. This is not the case for the
remaining states, henceforth called controllable.

Finally, to ease later reference we summarize here our
model parameters assumptions:

0 < β, µ, ε, ζ < 1, 0 < λ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ η < 1. (3)

2.2 Admission Control Problem with Delay
In this subsection we follow the classic reformulation as

MDP of problems with a discrete-time delay, which is a
special case of partially observed MDPs, by augmenting the
state space [6].

In the admission control problem with delay1, the decision

at epoch t is based on X̃(t) := (a(t− 1), X(t− 1)), which is

henceforth called an augmented state process. Thus, X̃(t) is
the observed state at time epoch t, while X(t) is the actual
(hidden) queue length process. The MDP elements of the
admission control problem with delay are as follows:

• The action space is A as in the no-delay problem.

• Recall that in the no-delay problem, state I is un-
controllable. Consequently, states (0, I) and (1, I) in
the problem with delay are duplicates, having identi-
cal one-period reward, one-period work, and transition
probabilities, so they can and should be merged into a

1We use the ’tilded’ notation for the delayed version when
not doing so might be confusing; note that state-dependent
quantities are easy to distinguish since the original state is
uni-dimensional, while the augmented state of the delayed
problem is bi-dimensional.

unique state (∗, I). We therefore define the augmented
state space

Ĩ := (A× {0, 1, . . . , I − 1}) ∪ {(∗, I)}.

• The one-period transition probabilities are

pa
′

(a,i),(b,j) := P
[
X̃(t+ 1) = (b, j)|X̃(t) = (a, i), a(t) = a′

]
= P

[
X(t) = j, a(t) = b|X(t− 1) = i, a(t− 1) = a, a(t) = a′

]
= paij · 1{a′ = b}.

For the merged state (∗, I), we have

pa
′

(a,i),(∗,I) := pa
′

(a,i),(0,I) + pa
′

(a,i),(1,I) = paij .

• If the current-epoch augmented state is (a, i), then the
gatekeeper’s one-period reward is defined as the nega-
tive of the expected holding cost at the previous epoch,

Rb(a,i) := β(−ci/β) = −ci. (4)

Similarly, the gatekeeper’s one-period work is defined
as the expected number of rejected customers during
the previous period,

W b
(1,i) := λ W b

(0,i) :=

{
λ if i = I

0 otherwise
(5)

Thus, for rejection cost (gatekeeper’s wage) ν, the one-
period overal cost is −Rb(a,i) + νW b

(a,i).

To evaluate a policy π under the discounted criterion, we
consider the following two measures. Let gπ(a,i) be the ex-
pected total β-discounted work (or, the expected total β-
discounted number of rejected customers) if starting from
state (a(−1), X(−1)) := (a, i) under policy π,

gπ(a,i) := Eπ(a,i)

[
∞∑
t=0

βtW
a(t)

(a(t−1),X(t−1))

]
. (6)

Analogously for fπ(a,i), the expected total β-discounted reward
if starting from state (a(−1), X(−1)) := (a, i) under policy
π,

fπ(a,i) := Eπ(a,i)

[
∞∑
t=0

βtR
a(t)

(a(t−1),X(t−1))

]
. (7)

If the rejection cost ν is interpreted as the wage paid to
gatekeeper for each rejected customer, then the objective is
to solve the following ν-wage problem for each ν:

min
π∈Π
−fπ(a,i) + νgπ(a,i), (8)

where Π is the set of all non-anticipative control policies.
Notice that the alternative one-period reward Rb(a,i) and

the one-period work W b
(a,i) are independent of the current-

epoch action (superscript b), therefore we will omit the su-
perscript in the remaining sections.

3. METHODOLOGY
In the previous section we have formulated the admission

control problem with delay as a binary-action Markov deci-
sion process (MDP), i.e., a restless bandit. Closing the gate
will be referred to as the active action, and opening the gate
as the passive action.



In the following we closely follow the work-reward analysis
proposed for restless bandits by [11, 12]. A more detailed
review of the methodology and several applications are sur-
veyed in [13]. Considered is the finite-length buffer problem
under the discounted criterion. The solution to the problem
under time-average criterion is obtained in the limit and is
treated in subsection 4.3.

The MDP theory ensures existence of an optimal policy,
which is stationary, deterministic and independent of the
initial state. We represent a stationary deterministic policy
in terms of a active set, i.e., the set of states in which it
is prescribed to close the gate; in the remaining states it is
prescribed to let the gate open. The task to find an opti-
mal non-anticipative policy thus transforms into finding an
optimal active set,

max
S∈2Ĩ

fS(a,i) − νgS(a,i). (9)

For every rejection cost ν, the optimal policy is charac-
terized by the unique solution vector (v∗(a,i)(ν))(a,i)∈Ĩ to the

Bellman equations for all (a, i) ∈ Ĩ

v∗(a,i)(ν) = max
a′∈A

R(a,i) − νW(a,i) + β
∑

(b,j)∈Ĩ

pa
′

(a,i),(b,j)v
∗
(b,j)(ν)

 ,
(10)

where v∗(a,i)(ν) denotes the optimal value of (8) starting at
(a, i) under rejection cost ν. Hence, there exists a maximal
optimal active set (i.e., a set of states in which it is optimal

to close the gate) S∗(ν) ⊆ Ĩ for (8), which is characterized
by

S∗(ν) :=

(a, i) ∈ Ĩ :
∑

(b,j)∈Ĩ

p0
(a,i),(b,j)v

∗
(b,j)(ν) ≤

∑
(b,j)∈Ĩ

p1
(a,i),(b,j)v

∗
(b,j)(ν)

 .

Problem (9) can be viewed as a bi-criteria parametric opti-
mization problem. Intuitively, if the rejection cost ν → −∞,

the optimal active set should be Ĩ, whereas if the rejection
cost ν → ∞, the optimal active set should be the empty
set. In fact, we set out to show a stronger, so-called index-
ability property: Active sets S∗(ν) diminish monotonically

from Ĩ to the empty set as the rejection cost ν increases
from −∞ to ∞. Such a property was introduced in [18] for
the restless bandits with one-periods works equal to 1 under
the active action, and equal to 0 under the passive action,
and extended to restless bandits without these limitations
in [12].

Problem indexability is equivalent to existence of break-
even values of the rejection cost ν, at which the maximal
optimal active-set policy changes. Each break-even value is
associated with the augmented state that leaves the maximal
optimal active set when the rejection cost increases over this
value. The break-even value, or index, of augmented state
(a, i) is denoted by ν(a,i). In that state, it is then optimal
to close the gate if ν < ν(a,i), and it is optimal to let the
gate open if ν > ν(a,i). When ν = ν(a,i), both opening and
closing the gate are optimal. Since we have defined S∗(ν)
as the maximal optimal active set, state (a, i) ∈ S∗(ν) if
ν = ν(a,i), though this choice is arbitrary. Our objective is

to identify the set of indices ν(a,i) for all (a, i) ∈ Ĩ.

3.1 Exploiting Special Structure

Ŝ0 := Ĩ;
for k = 1 to 2I + 1 do

pick (ak, ik) ∈ arg min
{
ν
Ŝk−1

(a,i) : (a, i) ∈ Ŝk−1

and Ŝk−1 \ {(a, i)} ∈ F
}
;

ν̂(ak,ik) := ν
Ŝk−1

(ak,ik);

Ŝk := Ŝk−1 \ {(ak, ik)};
end {for};

{Output {Ŝk}2I+1
k=0 ,

{
ν̂(ak,ik)

}2I+1

k=1
}

Figure 2: Algorithmic scheme of AGF .

While one could test numerically whether a given instance

is indexable and calculate the indices ν(a,i) for all (a, i) ∈ Ĩ,
we aim instead to establish analytically indexability of the
admission control problem with delay in general. This will
further allow us to achieve our second objective of obtain-
ing a fast way of computing the indices. In this subsection
we present how to exploit special structure of the model
by aligning indexability to a known family of optimal bi-
threshold policies.

Suppose that we postulate a family F ⊆ 2Ĩ of active sets,
satisfying certain connectivity conditions (see [13] for the
details). Before presenting such a family for the admission
control problem with delay, we review a test (deployed in
section 4) to verify whether a postulated family F can be
used to establish indexability, via the sufficient conditions
termed PCL(F)-indexability introduced in [11, 12].

Let policy 〈a,S〉 be the policy where action a is applied in
the current period and policy S proceeds. Notice that policy
〈a,S〉 implies that the next-epoch augmented state will be
(a, j) for some state j ∈ I. We define the marginal work of
closing the gate instead of letting it open (or, of rejecting
possible customers instead of admitting them), if starting
from state (a, i) under active-set policy S, as

wS(a,i) := g
〈1,S〉
(a,i) − g

〈0,S〉
(a,i) , (11)

i.e., as the increment in total work that results from closing
the gate instead of opening it at current epoch. Analogously,
we define the marginal reward,

rS(a,i) := f
〈1,S〉
(a,i) − f

〈0,S〉
(a,i) , (12)

as the analogous increment in total reward. Finally, we de-
fine the marginal productivity rate

νS(a,i) :=
rS(a,i)

wS(a,i)
,

provided that the denominator does not vanish. As we will
see, the denominator is positive for the admission control
problem with delay. It can be shown that if the indices
exist, then ν(a,i) = νS(a,i) for some active set S, and therefore
the indices are appropriately called the marginal productivity
indices.

In Figure 2 is given a scheme of the adaptive-greedy al-
gorithm AGF , which calculates the candidates for the max-

imal optimal active sets {Ŝk}2I+1
k=0 and the candidates for

the marginal productivity indices {ν̂ik}
2I+1
k=1 . It is greedy,



since in each step it picks the state with the lowest marginal

productivity rate ν
Ŝk−1

(ak,ik) (out of the feasible ones), and it

is adaptive, because in each step it updates the marginal

productivity rates for the actual active set Ŝk−1.
Now we are ready to define PCL(F)-indexability, based on

partial conservation laws (PCL), which determines both the
computational and analytical value of the adaptive-greedy
algorithm AGF .

Definition 1 (PCL(F)-indexability). The admission
control problem with delay is called PCL(F)-indexable, if

(a) [Positive Marginal Works under F ] for each active set

S ∈ F and for each controllable state (a, i) ∈ Ĩ, the
marginal work wS(a,i) > 0;

and at least one of the following conditions holds:

(ii) for every rejection cost ν, there exists an optimal active
set S ∈ F ;

(ii’) the output
{
ν̂(ak,ik)

}2I+1

k=1
of the algorithm AGF are

marginal productivity indices in nondecreasing order.

[11, 12, 13] introduced variants of PCL(F)-indexability
and proved that PCL(F)-indexability implies indexability,
i.e., the existence of marginal productivity indices, which

are calculated as
{
ν̂(ak,ik)

}2I+1

k=1
by the adaptive-greedy al-

gorithm AGF . To ease later reference, we summarize the
above in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If marginal works are positive under F (cf.
Definition 1(i)) for problem (8), then for that problem the
following statements are equivalent:

(a) for every rejection cost ν, there exists a maximal opti-
mal active set S ∈ F ;

(b) the problem is indexable and all active sets S∗(ν) ∈ F ;

(c) the output
{
ν̂(ak,ik)

}2I+1

k=1
of the algorithm AGF are

marginal productivity indices in nondecreasing order.

In section 4 we show that for a certain family F (defined
below), Definition 1(i) holds and, given the existing results,
Theorem 1(i) is true. In this way indexability of the admis-
sion control problem with delay will be established, and the
algorithm AGF can be used to obtain the indices.

Definition 1(i) has an intuitive interpretation [12, cf., Propo-
sition 6.2]: positivity of marginal work wS(a,i) (where S ∈ F
and state (a, i) ∈ Ĩ is controllable) is equivalent to mono-
tonicity of total work,

g
S\{(a,i)}
(a,i) < gS(a,i), if (a, i) ∈ S,

gS(a,i) < g
S∪{(a,i)}
(a,i) , if (a, i) /∈ S.

Informally stated, rejecting in a larger number of states cor-
responds to a larger expected total discounted number of
rejected customers. Definition 1(i) is a natural assumption
in many models, though, in general, it is neither a sufficient
nor a necessary condition for indexability.

3.2 Postulated Active-Set Family
We use the results of [3], who characterized the optimal

bi-threshold policies, and identify an active-set family F for
which Theorem 1(i) holds. A bi-threshold active-set policy
with open-gate threshold K0 and closed-gate threshold K1

will be denoted by

ĨK0,K1 := {(0,K0), (0,K0 + 1), . . . , (0, I)}
∪ {(1,K1), (1,K1 + 1), . . . , (1, I)}, (13)

which is well-defined for all 0 ≤ K0,K1 ≤ I + 1 except the

active sets ĨI+1,I and ĨI,I+1, because states (1, I) and (0, I)
are duplicates, and by definition either both or none of them

can belong to ĨK0,K1 .

In words, active set ĨK0,K1 prescribes to open or close the
gate depending on the previous-epoch action and previous-
epoch state. If the gate was open in the previous period,
then we open the gate if and only if the queue length in
the previous epoch was equal to or larger than the open-
gate threshold K0. Similarly, if the gate was closed in the
previous period, then we open the gate if and only if the
queue length in the previous epoch was equal to or larger
than the closed-gate threshold K1.

Intuitively, if an active set ĨK0,K1 is optimal for some re-
jection cost ν, then K0 ≤ K1. Indeed, for a given previous-
epoch queue length, we would be less prone to close the
gate if it was closed than if it was open in the preceding
period, because the queue length could not get larger under
a closed gate, and therefore the rejection costs become rel-
atively more harmful than the holding costs. On the other
hand, it can be shown that K1 ≤ K0 + 1 (see below). Thus,
the postulated family of optimal active sets for the admission
control problem with delay is

F := {ĨK,K : K = 0, 1, . . . , I + 1}

∪ {ĨK,K+1 : K = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1}. (14)

Theorem 2 ([3], Theorem 3.1). If the holding cost ci
is nondecreasing and convex on I, then F as defined in (14)
contains an optimal active set for every rejection cost ν.

Though the above result was shown for the problem with
infinite buffer, it directly applies to the finite-buffer variant.
Notice that if a bi-threshold policy is optimal for the infinite-
buffer problem, then it is also optimal for all problems with
buffer equal to or larger than both the thresholds. If the
buffer is smaller than the larger optimal threshold (K1), then
it is optimal open the gate all the time.

For active-set family F given in (14), picking (ak, ik) be-
comes trivial, because there is only a unique feasible aug-
mented state in each step. For instance, in step k = 1, only

state (1, 0) both belongs to Ŝ0 and Ŝ0 \ {(1, 0)} = Ĩ0,1 ∈ F ,

since Ŝ0 := Ĩ = Ĩ0,0. Similarly, in step k = 2, only state

(0, 0) both belongs to Ŝ1 and Ŝ1 \ {(0, 0)} = Ĩ1,1 ∈ F . In
general, (ak, ik) = (0, (k/2)−1) for all even 1 ≤ k ≤ 2I, and
(ak, ik) = (1, (k − 1)/2) for all odd 1 ≤ k ≤ 2I. Finally, in
step k = 2I + 1, the picked state is (∗, I).

To summarize, the sequence of candidate active sets {Ŝk}2I+1
k=0

in algorithm AGF under active-set family F given in (14) is

Ŝ0 = Ĩ = Ĩ0,0, Ŝ1 = Ĩ0,1, Ŝ2 = Ĩ1,1, Ŝ3 = Ĩ1,2, Ŝ4 = Ĩ2,2, . . .

. . . ,Ŝ2I−1 = ĨI−1,I , Ŝ2I = ĨI,I , Ŝ2I+1 = ĨI+1,I+1 = ∅, (15)



for K = 1 to I do

ν̂(1,K−1) := ν
ĨK−1,K−1

(1,K−1) ;

ν̂(0,K−1) := ν
ĨK−1,K

(0,K−1);

end {for};

ν̂(∗,I) := ν
ĨI,I
(∗,I);

{Output
{
ν̂(a,i)

}
(a,i)∈Ĩ}

Figure 3: Algorithmic scheme of AGF under active-
set family F given in (14).

and the sequence of picked states {(ak, ik)}2I+1
k=1 is

(a1, i1) = (1, 0), (a2, i2) = (0, 0), (a3, i3) = (1, 1),

(a4, i4) = (0, 1), . . . , (a2I−1, i2I−1) = (1, I − 1),

(a2I , i2I) = (0, I − 1), (a2I+1, i2I+1) = (∗, I).

Given the above, in Figure 3 we present the reduction of
the algorithmic scheme AGF as it applies to the postulated
family F given in (14). Notice that the computational com-
plexity remains at the same level since the main difficulty

lies in the calculation of ν
Ŝk−1

(ak,ik), for which no computational

details are given. Therefore we also call them algorithmic
schemes, not algorithms. The goal of this paper is to estab-
lish the validity of AGF for our problem and to develop its
implementation of low computational complexity.

4. RESULTS
In this section we focus on the admission control problem

with delay to a buffer (i.e., I ≥ 2) under the discounted
criterion. The case I = 1, referring to the admission control
problem with delay to server with no dedicated buffer, is
treated in subsection 4.2. The results under the time-average
criterion are summarized in subsection 4.3.

Our main results are twofold. First, we prove the posi-
tivity of marginal works (cf. Definition 1(i)) for F given in
(14), so that the algorithm AGF can be applied to compute
the indices. Second, we simplify AGF obtaining a procedure
that performs only a linear number of arithmetic operations
to compute all the indices and the optimal thresholds.

Let us introduce a more compact notation. For any augmented-
state-dependent variable x(a,i), we will use the backward
difference operator in the first dimension, i.e., the action-
difference operator,

∆1x(1,i) := x(1,i) − x(0,i) (16)

and in the second dimension, i.e., the state-difference oper-
ator,

∆2x(a,i) := x(a,i) − x(a,i−1) (17)

whenever the right-hand side expressions are defined. For
definiteness, we further let ∆2x(a,0) := 0 for a ∈ A. Directly
from these definitions we obtain the following auxiliary iden-
tity,

∆2x(1,i) −∆2x(0,i) = ∆1x(1,i) −∆1x(1,i−1). (18)

In the following we list our main results, drawing on the
technical analysis of work measures which is omitted due to
space restrictions.

Proposition 1.

(a) The marginal works in problem (9) are positive un-
der the active-set family F given in (14), i.e., Defini-
tion 1(i) holds.

(b) If the holding cost ci is nondecreasing and convex on
I, then the admission control problem with delay in
(9) is PCL(F)-indexable, and therefore it is indexable
and algorithm AGF calculates the marginal productiv-
ity indices for this problem.

4.1 A Fast Algorithm for Calculation of All
Marginal Productivity Indices

In order to avoid unnecessary technical complications, in
this subsection we narrow our attention to the linear holding
costs case, i.e., ci := c·i for some positive constant c. We de-
velop an algorithm for calculation of all marginal productiv-
ity indices in O(I), which is two orders of magnitude faster
that the best general implementation of algorithm AGF per-
forming O(I3) arithmetic operations.

The algorithmic scheme AGF in Figure 3 is exhibited in its
bottom-up version, as it calculates the marginal productivity
indices in nondecreasing order (cf. Definition 1(ii’)). This is
closely related to our definition of indexability in section 3 as
the property that “active sets S∗(ν) diminish monotonically

from Ĩ to the empty set as the rejection cost ν increases
from −∞ to ∞,” being emulated by the bottom-up version
of the algorithm. Notice that we could equivalently define
indexability as“active sets S∗(ν) expand monotonically from

the empty set to Ĩ as the rejection cost ν decreases from ∞
to −∞.” This intuitively leads to consideration of algorithm
AGF in its equivalent, top-down version, starting with the
empty set and calculating the indices in nonincreasing order.

In other words, while the bottom-up version of algorithm
AGF traverses the active-set family F in the order (cf. (15))

Ĩ0,0, Ĩ0,1, Ĩ1,1, Ĩ1,2, . . . , ĨI−1,I , ĨI,I , ĨI+1,I+1,

the top-down version does that in the reverse order

ĨI+1,I+1, ĨI,I , ĨI−1,I , . . . , Ĩ1,2, Ĩ1,1, Ĩ0,1, Ĩ0,0.

For instance, index ν(1,0) is calculated as the marginal pro-

ductivity rate ν
Ĩ0,0
(1,0) in the bottom-up version, while the same

index is calculated as the marginal productivity rate ν
Ĩ0,1
(1,0)

in the top-down version. In fact, [12, Theorem 6.4(b)] im-

plies that ν
Ŝk−1

(ak,ik) = ν
Ŝk
(ak,ik), using the notation of Figure 3.

Thus, since the active set of type ĨK,K is efficient every
two steps of the algorithm (except for the last step, where

ĨI+1,I+1 follows ĨI,I), we can formulate the indices in terms

of marginal productivity rates under active sets ĨK,K only.
Such an algorithmic scheme is presented in Figure 4.

Next we develop an efficient implementation of the algo-
rithmic scheme AGF , which we present in Figure 5. The
algorithm FA is two orders of magnitude faster than the
best existing general implementation of the algorithm AGF .
We characterize the marginal productivity indices calculated
as indicated in Figure 4 in terms of closed-form expressions
of pivot state-differences.

Proposition 2.



ν(1,0) := ν
Ĩ0,0
(1,0);

for K = 1 to I − 1 do

ν(0,K−1) := ν
ĨK,K

(0,K−1);

ν(1,K) := ν
ĨK,K

(1,K) ;

end {for};

ν(0,I−1) := ν
ĨI,I
(0,I−1);

ν(∗,I) := ν
ĨI+1,I+1

(∗,I) ;

{Output
{
ν(a,i)

}
(a,i)∈Ĩ}

Figure 4: Algorithmic scheme of calculation of
marginal productivity indices for the admission con-

trol problem with delay in terms of active sets ĨK,K
only.

(a) The algorithm FA in Figure 5 computes the marginal
productivity indices for problem (9) under the discounted
criterion.

(b) The algorithm FA in Figure 5 performs O(I) arith-
metic operations.

Once the optimal index policy is known, the optimal thresh-
olds for a given rejection cost ν can easily be obtained. The
optimal open-gate threshold is

K0 := min{i ∈ I : ν(0,i) ≥ ν}.

Similarly, the optimal closed-gate threshold is

K1 := min{i ∈ I : ν(1,i) ≥ ν}.

If ν > ν(∗,I), then K0 := I + 1 and K1 := I + 1.
Notice that the indices calculated in the algorithm FA’s

“Loop” are independent of the buffer length I (only the in-
dices of states (0, I − 1) and (∗, I) depend on I). In other
words, considering two buffers with lengths I1 < I2, the
marginal productivity indices of states

(1, 0), (0, 0), (1, 1), . . . , (0, I1 − 2), (1, I1 − 1)

are the same for both buffers; the indices of states (0, I1−1)
and (∗, I1) would differ, while the remaining states only exist
under buffer I2. Therefore, the algorithm FA can be used
to obtain the indices for infinite-length buffer. However, in
such a case, “Loop” would never stop.

We present a simple algorithmic check (Figure 6) that can
be run before “Loop” (and after “Initialization”) to verify
whether K0 = K1 =∞, i.e., whether it is optimal to let the
gate open always. It is because the indices are calculated in
nondecreasing order and they converge as the buffer length
I →∞.

Lemma 1. If the buffer length I = ∞, the marginal pro-
ductivity indices calculated in “Loop” of algorithm FA under
the discounted criterion in Figure 5 converge.

If the algorithmic check does not confirm the infinite thresh-
olds, the algorithm FA can be run, stopping the loop once
an index greater than ν is found and omitting “Finalization”
part.

4.2 Admission Control Problem with Delay to
Server with no Dedicated Buffer

In this section we solve the admission control problem
with delay for I = 1, i.e., no customer is allowed to be
queued, except for the one in service. While this problem
may not be of intrinsic interest, its solution given next will
serve as a basis for the servers assignment problem with
delay discussed in ??. Considered is the linear holding cost
case.

Proposition 3. The marginal productivity index of state

(a, i) ∈ Ĩ in case I = 1 is state-independent and equals

ν(a,i) :=
ζβC

λ
=

cλβ(1− µ)

1− β(1− µ)
.

These indices can be obtained in the same way as the
general case I ≥ 2. The state-independent marginal pro-
ductivity index means that, given a rejection cost ν, it is
optimal either to admit always, or to reject always, regard-
less of the previous-epoch state and previous-epoch action,
i.e., regardless of information available.

4.3 Admission Control Problem with Delay un-
der Time-Average Criterion

Our results extend directly to the admission control with
delay under the time-average criterion.

Proposition 4. By setting β := 1, the algorithm FA in
Figure 5 computes the marginal productivity indices for prob-
lem (9) under the time-average criterion.

In case I = ∞, the algorithmic check in Figure 6 is only
valid under β < 1, and therefore is not suitable for the time-
average criterion. In fact, it is not necessary to perform such
a check, because under the time-average criterion the indices
diverge.

4.4 Further Remarks
If in state (1, 0), the buffer is empty, because it was empty

a period ago and the gate has been closed since then. There-
fore, one could expect that the index of state (1, 0) is the
same as the index of state 0 in the no-delay problem, which
is in fact true. Moreover, there is a simple interpretation of
that expression.

If the buffer is empty, the expected total β-discounted
holding cost is

ζβc
[
1 + β(1− µ) + (β(1− µ))2 + . . .

]
=

βζc

1− β + βµ
,

because ζ is the probability that the customer remains in
the buffer for more than a period. The above expression is
equal to λν(1,0), the expected (total β-discounted) rejection
cost is if the rejection cost ν = ν(1,0). Thus, in state (1, 0) it
is optimal to close the gate if the expected rejection cost is
lower than the expected discounted total holding cost of an
admitted customer. Further, in state (1, 0) it is optimal to
let the gate open if the expected rejection cost is greater than
the expected discounted total holding cost of an admitted
customer. If the two expected costs are equal, both closing
and opening is optimal. It is also clear that under the former
condition it is optimal to close the gate in any state, and
therefore the indices of all states must not be smaller than
ν(1,0).



{Input I, λ, µ, c, β}
{Inicialization}

ζ := λ(1− µ); η := µ(1− λ); ε := 1− ζ − η;
A0 := 0; A′0 := βζ; B := βµ/(1− β + βµ); B′ := βζB + β(µ− η); C := c/(1− β + βµ); D0 := 0;
ν(1,0) := ζβC/λ;

ν(0,0) :=
ζ

λ
βC1

(1− β + βµ)(1 + βζ) + βζ(µ+ βµ+ βζ) + (1− β + βµ)(1 + β)(µ− η)

(1− β + βµ)(1 + βζ) + βζβζ(1−B)− βζβ(µ− η)
;

{Loop}

for K = 1 to I − 1 do

AK := βζ/[1− β + βζ + βη(1−AK−1)]; A′K := βζ + β(µ− η)AK; DK := (c+ βηDK−1)AK/(βζ);

f0 := −
βζ
AK

DK + βζ(c+ βµBDK−1) + [c− β(µ− η)βDK−1]B′

A′
K

AK
+ βA′K−1B

′ + βζβµ(1−BAK−1)
;

f1 := −
βζ
AK

DK + cβζBAK−1 + [βµβζ + (1− β)β(µ− η)]DK−1 +A′K−1(c− βζβC)

A′
K

AK
+ βA′K−1B

′ + βζβµ(1−BAK−1)
;

g0 :=
βλ (1 +B′)

A′
K

AK
+ βA′K−1B

′ + βζβµ(1−BAK−1)
; g1 :=

1 +A′K−1

1 +B′
g0
;

if K > 1 then

ν(0,K−1) :=
[β(µ− η)(DK−1 − c) + βηβζDK−1 + βζβζC]− [βηAK−1A

′
K−2 + βεA′K−1] f0 − βζB′f1

βλ−
[
βηAK−1A′K−2 + βεA′K−1

]
g0 − βζB′g1

;

end {if};

ν(1,K) :=
[β(1− µ)βζC + βµβ(µ− η)DK−1]− βµA′K−1f

0 − β(1− µ)B′f1

βλ− βµA′K−1g
0 − β(1− µ)B′g1

;

end {for};

{Finalization}

AI := βζ/[1− β + βζ + βη(1−AI−1)]; A′I := βζ + β(µ− η)AI; DI := (c+ βηDI−1)AI/(βζ);

f0 := −
βζ
AI
DI − β(µ− η)βµDI−1

A′
I

AI
+ βµA′I−1

; g0 :=
λ(1 + βµ)

A′
I

AI
+ βµA′I−1

;

ν(0,I−1) :=
[β(µ− η)(DI−1 − c) + βηβζDI−1]− [βηAI−1A

′
I−2 + βεA′I−1] f0

β(1− ζ)λ−
[
βηAI−1A′I−2 + βεA′I−1

]
g0

;

ν(∗,I) :=
β(µ− η)DI−1A

′
I + βζDIA

′
I−1

λA′I − λAIA′I−1

;

{Output
{
ν(a,i)

}
(a,i)∈Ĩ}

Figure 5: Fast algorithm FA for calculation of an optimal index policy.

A :=
[
1− β + βζ + βη −

√
(1− β + βζ + βη)2 − 4βηβζ

]
/(2βη); A′ := βζ + β(µ− η)A; D := cA/(βζ − βηA);

f0 := −
βζ
A
D + βζ(c+ βµBD) + [c− β(µ− η)βD]B′

A′
A

+ βA′B′ + βζβµ(1−BA)
;

f1 := −
βζ
A
D + cβζBA+ [βµβζ + (1− β)β(µ− η)]D + (c− βζβC)A′

A′
A

+ βA′B′ + βζβµ(1−BA)
;

g0 :=
βλ (1 +B′)

A′
A

+ βA′B′ + βζβµ(1−BA)
; g1 :=

1 +A′

1 +B′
g0
;

ν(1,∞) :=
[β(1− µ)βζC + βµβ(µ− η)D]− βµA′f0 − β(1− µ)B′f1

βλ− βµA′g0 − β(1− µ)B′g1
;

if ν ≥ ν(1,∞) then K0 :=∞; K1 :=∞; end {if};

Figure 6: Algorithmic check for the problem with infinite-length buffer.



Figure 7 shows the indices for a number of instances of the
admission control problem with delay. An extensive simula-
tion study we have performed suggests a convergence of the
indices:

ν(1,i) → ν(0,i) as λ→ 0,

ν(1,i) → ν(0,i−1) as ζ → 1,

ν(0,i) →
βc

1− β as i→∞,

ν(1,i) →
βc

1− β as i→∞.

The convergence of the marginal productivity indices to
βc/(1 − β) is intuitive. If the buffer is almost full (say, the
pervious-epoch queue length is I−2), then admitting a cus-
tomer means to increase the overal holding cost by c at least
in the following I−2 periods, because the admitted customer
cannot leave the system earlier that the previous I − 2 cus-
tomers. Therefore, the expected total β-discounted holding
cost is at least

βc
[
1 + β + β2 + · · ·+ βI−2

]
=
βc(1− βI−1)

1− β .

On the other hand, it is not greater than the expected hold-
ing cost of remaining in the buffer forever, which is

βc
[
1 + β + β2 + . . .

]
=

βc

1− β .

Now it is clear that the marginal productivity indices con-
verge to βc/(1− β) as I →∞.
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(a) if λ = 0.1, µ = 0.1 (b) if λ = 0.1, µ = 0.9

(c) if λ = 0.5, µ = 0.1 (d) if λ = 0.5, µ = 0.9

(e) if λ = 0.9, µ = 0.1 (f) if λ = 0.9, µ = 0.9

Figure 7: Optimal marginal productivity indices (MPI) for the admission control problem with delay with
parameters I = 10, c = 1, β = 0.99. The solid line exhibits indices ν(1,i) and the dotted line exhibits indices ν(0,i).
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